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“We like to take risks and we are never satisfied with where we are. We are constantly
looking for new ground to build on,” shares Come and Rest vocalist Noel Alejandro.
“EVR is the same way. We have the same mindset and it is only natural that we are now
working together. There couldn’t be a better fit for us, we are so happy to a part of this
family.”
Atlanta, GA’s Come and Rest has signed to Equal Vision Records and premiered their
music video for “Slowburn” via Youtube.com/equalvision. The song comes from the
band’s sophomore EP, Blacklist, which was originally self-released and has now been rereleased through Equal Vision Records.
Of the new EP he reveals, “Blacklist was written at a time where all four of us were going
through a really tough time with life. The similar situations of angst and anxiety brought
us closer together. All we had was each other. We wrote Blacklist for us to be able to
move on. On this EP, people can expect transparency. Everything from the bass to the
keys has a voice. A purpose. Expect fast paced melodic music that we hope you can
connect with. Everything that we do on Come and Rest we also want to capture live, so
everything also has a voice on stage.”
Blacklist was recorded at Good Fortune Audio with Chris Galvez and mixed and
mastered by Brian Hood (Being As An Ocean, Gideon). To date, Come and Rest has
toured with the likes of Mushroomhead, Ice Nine Kills, My Enemies & I, More to Monroe,
XXI and more.
Come and Rest is comprised of vocalist Noel Alejandro, guitarist Daniel Goehring,
bassist Josh Harmon, and drummer Mitchell Garrett.
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